Larry Cat In Space
Take off on a lunar adventure with a curious
stowaway cat!
Larry Cat In Space is a playful, imaginative cartoon
presentation about an inquisitive cat who takes a
trip to the Moon.

Through Larry's eyes, we observe his human family —
a group of very enthusiastic skywatchers who spend
much of their leisure time at the eyepiece of their backyard telescope.
One of his family members
is Diana, who goes to work
on the Moon as a lunar
geologist. She sadly
leaves Larry behind.
When her parents pack a
trunk of clothes to send up
to her, Larry figures out a
way to smuggle himself
inside.
The trunk and Larry are loaded onto the Space Plane, which takes
him to space station Freedom. From there, he is transferred to the
Lunar Shuttle. During weightlessness, the trunk opens. Larry floats
out into the cabin, and looks out the window.
When Larry gets to the Moon, he leaps to greet Diana, but sails over
her head, since he only weighs two pounds in lunar gravity. Then he
meets the rest of Imbrium Village's inhabitants, including the evil
Commander Stone, who orders Diana to return Larry to Earth.
The Moon base crew petitions to keep Larry, and the Commander
relents. He even makes Larry a cat space suit.
When Larry ventures out to explore the lunar surface, he spots the
Earth, looking a lot like the Moon did from the porch at home.
While Larry Cat In Space is primarily targeted at
primary grade students, everyone enjoys a fun-filled
cartoon adventure.
Adults and children
alike will be charmed
by Larry’s adventurous nature, and they’ll
learn something about
the Moon, too!

Running time: 30:00
Year of production: 2005, classic 1990
Suitable for: General public
Educational content: Astronomy — Moon, Sun, stars, craters,
lunar gravity, weightlessness.
Larry Cat In Space, 50-year license
MOVIE SIZE

For systems projecting circles that are:

PRODUCT
CODE

PRICE

SMALL

smaller than 1300 pixels

LCS-FS

$1,595

MEDIUM

1300 to 2000 pixels
(or prewarped)

LCS-FM

$2,195

LARGE

2000 to 3000 pixels

LCS-FL

$3,095

X-LARGE

larger than 3000 pixels
(or sliced for multiple projectors)

LCS-FX

$4,095

PRICES INCLUDE encoding/formatting and slicing for most fulldome systems.
Public performance of this show requires the signing of a License Agreement.

Watch TRAILERS and FULL-LENGTH PREVIEWS on our Web site!
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